Clinical trial design in haemophilia.
Progress in the evidence-based care of haemophilia A and B worldwide has been historically challenged by the dearth of evaluable outcome data, including but not limited to the safety and effectiveness of therapeutic interventions. These challenges are partially rooted in the inherent difficulty of conducting prospective clinical trials and observational studies with statistically meaningful endpoints in a rare disease such as haemophilia. Despite the logistical barriers, the need for outcome data has never been more critical than in this time of expansive therapeutic advance tempered by the shrinking economic capacity to fund the rapidly increasing cost of treatment. Given that systematic analyses of published literature have been largely unsuccessful in compensating for the lack of rigorous and purposeful data collection, new approaches to clinical study design and statistical modelling are urgently needed. However, even as these are considered, the lack of broadly accepted and well-defined clinical outcome endpoints poses an additional barrier to progress. The three presentations encompassed by this paper highlight the timely need for quality data from the perspectives of the clinicians, regulatory agencies and health care funders, and describe the ongoing coordinated efforts by the international haemophilia community to further understand and dismantle the barriers to harmonized and standardized data collection on a global scale using well-defined clinical outcome endpoints.